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SU AIAIAItY

A novel mechanical drive system for oscillating blades in a wind tunnel
'it lrcquencics up to 707 hertz and amplitudes of t1.2 0 is described	 Iligh-
speed motion pictures of Schlicren iinages of the flow over a double-circular
are blade oscillating; in harmonic motion aLmut the mldchord revealed rather
extelldive Flll ► l'k patterns at a nominal Iree ;lream Mat's ntmI ber o1 0. 7, al

N
ti	 n ► can angle of attack ul 4 , and reduced frequency of about 0 7. A phase lag;
uresulting from the slow response of the Clow to the motion of the blade In-

creased with increasing reduced I'requenev. Hii-, phase lag, based on the dif-
ference behveen the time file blade attained its nat.xinlum angle of attack and
the time required for the normal shock to reach its extreme downstream po-
sition, was nominall y 1000 at the above conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Sonic four or five types of flutter have been identified in the operation of
turbomachincry. Onc type, which has been particularly dit'heult to model in
analyti -at prediction methods, is a subsonic farsinnal stall flutter which occurs
near the compressor surg;c line. ThiS type 01 flutter is believed to be associa-
ted with intermittent flow separation oil 	 black and all 	 lag; be-
tween the flow response and the high 1'reduvney oscillatory motion of the blade
(refs. 1 to Vii). 'rhe aerodynamic modeling of the , t all flutter at high subsonic
Mach numbers is further complicated by the presence „t' un.tcady shock waves
in the blade passage.

One method for studying this type of flutter is by observing; the flow in a
two-dimensional cascade wind tunnel O le simulating the flow conditions and
blade motion associated with the flutter Data obtained ill 	 manner would
provide a guide for the selection of an appropriate flow model and serve to ver-
ify analytical results. In order for this Mutter cascade to be effective, it is
necessary to establish (1) that highly loaded blades can be driven at frequen-
cies ill 	 range of 500 to 1300 hertz at nominal amplitudes of 71°, and (2) that
a suitable flow visualization system, compatible with the drive system and
flow conditions, can be developed. This report describes a pilot study in which
a single airfoil is driven at the required conditions and a flow visualization
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technique is applied The blade drive mechanism and Clow visualization sys-
tem are described and some of the flow visualization results are presented.

The tests were performed in the NASA Lewis Research Center' s 10- by

25-centimeter wind tunnel at free - stream Mach rnmbers of about 0.7 corre-
sponding to a nominal Reynolds nuniber based on blade chord of 1X10. AI-
though five-stream Mach numbers wore subsonic, local Mach numbers dear
the leading edge of the loaded bla ► le exceeded Mach 1 as evidenced by the for-
niation of shock waves.

SYM BO LSLS

C	 blade chord

C2,2*
^^	

n	
mean-square amplitude r,f nth harm )nic of blade motion

f	 blade ci^cillatory frequency

^l	 free-stream Hach number

hlref	 reference Rlach number for the wind tunnA

flee	lteynolds number based on blades chord

t ti me

U W free-stream velocity

cY inmantnne')us angle of att.ach

mean angle of attack

©o torsional amplitude

phase lad;

harmonic distortion function

W angv la r frequency

S2 reduced frequency

.Subscripts-

m	 maximum value

S	 associated with maximum down,tream normal shock position
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APPARATUS

Wind Tunnel

The blade flutter tests were performed in the LoRC 10- by 25-centimeter
wind tunnel shown schematically in figure 1. Room air entered the plenum and
expanded through the 144-centimeter-long constant area test section Into a dif-
fuser and exhaust header maintained at a pressure of 3.0 N/cm 2 . Flow rates
were established by means of two valves located downstream of the diffusor.
These valves were arranged with the smaller valve forming a bypass circuit
around the larger valve. The majority of tests were performed at a nominal
free-stream Mach number of 0.7.

Blade

The blade (shown in fig, 2) was a two-dimensional uncambered double-
circular are configuration having a chord of 7, 02 centimeters and a span of 9,60
centimeters. The blade radius of curvature was 27.4 centimeters yielding a
maximum thickness of 0.58 centimeter or a thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.075.
The blade, which was fabricated from titanium containing 0 percent aluminum
and 4 percent vanadium, was supported by two trunnions with the centerline
located at mideluord as shown in figure 2. The driven shaft had a diameter of
1, 91 centimeters whereas the freely supported shaft had a diameter of 0.95
centimeter, The large shaft contained a 2,22 -centimeter-diameter stainless
steel shrink-fitted sleeve machined to match a bushing in the wind tunnel side
wall. Fillets were provided at each trunnion as shown, The blade and trun-
nions were machined from a single piece of stock.

Blade Installation

The blade was installed near the centerline of the wind tunnel and was po-
sitioned so that the leading edge was 47.0 centimeters downstream of the en-
trance station where the tunnel cross section became constant, The blade was
first inserted into a side plate containing a 0.04-centimeter-thick mirror which
was part of a Schlieren optical system (fig. 1). A bronze alloy bushing con-
tained an " Olt ring groove as well as three equally spaced helical grooves which
provided a lubrication path for the large trunnion. Initial tests with an oil im-
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prognated bushing and O-ring resulted in a slight leakage of the lubricant into
the low-pressure test section. Although this leakage was small, It was suffi-
cient to cause a foggy deposit on the mirror and, consequently, partially ob-
scured the Schlieren image downstream of the trunnion. Incorporation of the
nonporous bronze alloy bushing eliminated this leakage problem,

A wind tunnel side plate containing an optical quality glass window was in-
stalled at the freely supported end of the blade. A bronze alloy bushing with
eight partial slits was pressed into the glass window to provide support for the
small trunnion,

The limitation in the region of flow visualization over the blade surface in
this type of installation Is governed by the large trunnion and the size of the
hole in the mirror required to accommodate the fillet (refer to fig, 2). In or-
der to maximize the flow visualization in the blade midehord region, a counter-
sunk hole resembling an elliptical rather khan a circular hole was Inserted In
the mirror, This shape of hole also minimized the interference to the flow in
the vicinity of the large trunnion,

Blade Drive System

Electromagnetic and mechanical drive systems have been used for the
torsional oscillation of airfoils in wind tunnels as reported, for example, in
references 0 and 7, respectively. Electromagnetic drive systems have the
capability of generating torsional oscillatory motion at controlled high frequen-
cies (hundreds of hertz); however, in these systems the amplitude of the motion
decreases with increasing frequency, Mechanical drive systems of the type
described in references 2 and 0, provide absolute control of both frequency
and amplitude; however, this type of system Is usually limited to lower oper-
ating frequencies (perhaps up to 100 Hz).

In the present investigation, control of the oscillatory amplitude as well
as the frequency was desired; therefore, a special high-speed drive system was
developed for this purpose. This drive system, which is described below, per-
mitted control of both frequency and amplitude at oscillatory frequencies in the
hundreds of hertz for steady-state flutter simulation of 10- to 20-second dura-
tion,

The blade was oscillated in a controlled fashion at frequencies which were
limited only by the onset of appreciable twisting of the blade (at about 750 Hz).
Runtimes were nominally 30 seconds with 10 to 20 seconds at steady oscillatory
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frequencies. The oscillatory motion was provided by a mechanical drive sys-
tem powered by a 7.5-horsepower electric motor as shown in figure 3. In
this type of system, frequency amplification for each blade Was attained from
a female barrel cam having a 3-cycle, 1.27-centimeter-wide by 0.702-
centimeter-deep sinusoidal groove machined in the surface. A close-coupled
connecting arm and button follower transmitted 3 cycles of oscillatory har-
monic motion to the blade for each revolution of the cam. The blade oscilla-
tory frequency was changed by altering the pulley slzo on the constant speed
motor or on the cam shaft. The pulleys were connected by a special 2.54-
centimeter-wide endless belt consisting of layers of pla,:3tic-coated textile
fabric, a polyester tension member, and a lcathor frictinn surface. Ampli-
tude control was achieved by the cam groove do-lgn. The cam and follower
were immersed in a tnultiviscosity 85W-140 high-pc rf6rmance gear lubricant
to minimize wear.

The connecting arm between the cam and blade trunnion was 7.02-
centimeter-long and fabricated from titanium. A hexagonal hole and clamping
arrangement were used to couple the blade and connecting arm. In this type of
arrangement, the blade angle of attack was set by displacing the cam shaft
along its axis.

The cam and button follower were fabricated from 4400 stainless steel,
heat treated to obtain a cam hardness of 00 Rockwell C and a yield strength of
190 000 N/cm 2 . The button hardness was approximately 5 Rockwell less than
the cam so that the major wear would be incurred in the button rather than the
cam. The button could be rotated to four different positions prior to removal,
therefore minimizing the maintenance time. However, cam and button wear
problems, which were of concern in initial tests of the drive system, were
virtually eliminated by incorporating the 85W-140 high-performance gear lub-
ricant rather than lighter-weight oils which were used in earlier tests of the
drive system. ror example, an initial clearance of 0.0018;'0.0005 centimeter
between the cam and button follower increased by only 0.0003 centimeter in a
total of 40 runs of approximately 30- to 40-second duration, frequencies of
500 to 707 hertz, and a blade oscillatory amplitude of :..1.2 0 about the mean
angle of attack.

Another significant factor that Increased the drive system reliability was
the prevention of minute air bubbles within the gear lubricant at cam shaft ro-
tational speeds up to 10 000 rpm. At high rotational speeds with large dis-
placement female barrl cams, the cam shaft can execute a whipping motion

O.
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which draws air Into the enclosure at the shaft seals. The entrained air forms

minute bubbles which effectively reduces the lubricity of the gear habricant,

thereby Increasing button wear. With increasing cam-follower wear: the har-

monic motion becomes altered by what is commonly called a pulse or "jerk",

In reference 8 this pulse is defined as the instantaneous time rate of change

of acceleration of the cam follower. In referenced 0 and 10 cam-follower

backlash or crossover shock resulting in undesirable vibrations is discussed.

These problems can be minimized by maintaining a hydrodynamic cushion be-

tween the button follower and the cam groove. In the present system this was

achieved by utilizing a shaft seal which prevented air leakage at high rota-

tional speeds,

INSTRUMENTATION

Instrumentation in this pilot study was devoted primarily to the measure-

ment of blade oscillatory frequencies and flow visualization. The flow veloc-

ity in the wind tunnel was set in the conventional way from the wind tunnel

test section static pressure and the total pressure and temperature measured

in the plenum.

The blade oscillatory frequency was determined by one of three methods;

namely, an electro-optical displacement meter, strain gages, and a cam shaft

tachometer, Two proximity probes were also installed in the cam groove to

provide information on cam shaft wobble. In the absence of the other signals,

the output from these probes was used to determine the blade oscillatory fre-

quency,

All methods of frequency measurement yielded identical results since the

system was rigid. The only slippage that could occur was between the motor

pulley and cam shaft pulley since this coupling was accomplished by means of

a belt. Although direct measurements of belt slippage were not made, slip-

page, if any, occurred only during startup and proved to be a negligible

problem,

The electro-optical displacement meter was a commercial Instrument

designed to measure the displacement and frequency of the vibrating blade.

The instrument, which is located outside the test section, tracks a discontin-

uity of light rJIected from the edge of the blade and converts the optical image

to an electron image. A servo loop controlled the position of the electron

image in an aperture. The deflection current required to keep the image cen-
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tared in the aperture, as the blade was oscillated became a measure of the
blade displacement.

A network of two dual strain gages were attached to opposite sides of tike
arm connecting the blade trunnion to the cam. A conventional full bridge cir-
cuit was connected to a commercial digital strain signal processor. In this
study, the absolute levels of strain were not of interest; however, it was de-
sirable to confirm that the strain gages would remain intact while oscillating
the blade and yield a clean signal from which blade oscillatory frequencies
could be determined. In future i,plications In multi-blade facilities Inter-
blade phase angles will be measured by cross-correlation methods based on
similar strain gage signals.

Signals from the optical displacement meter, strain gage signal proces-
sor, and proximity probes were preconditioned and recorded on a frequency
modulated (F1VI) magnetic tape recorder with a frequency response from do
to 2.5 kilohertz, flat to within a0.5 decibel. Tachometer and strain gage sig-
nals were also read on digital meters.

Frequencies were obtained from the taped signals directly by coupling
the output to a digital frequency analyzer, arid, in some eases, by analyzing
the signal oil the LoR'C Onrniferous Past Fourier Transform (FFT) Analyzer.
The latter method had the advantage of providing supplementary information
such as the spectral content of file signal from which an indication of har-
monic distortion could be obtained.

Flow visualization was accomplished by means of the double-pass
Schlieren system depicted schematically in figure 4. Initial tests were per-
formed with the off-axis system shown in figure 4(a). This was the simpler
of the two systems; however, it provided a double image of the shock wave
patterns in the test section as shown in figure 5. A lambda shock pattern is
clearly evident; however, details of the flow near the blade surface tend to
be obscured by the double image. In figure 5 the dark region located near
the downstream suction surface of the blade was the result of oil vapors ema-
nating from an oil impregnated bushing in the large trunnion (this problem was
eliminated in later tests).

The double image produced by the simple off-axis system shown in fig-
ure 4(a) was eliminated by adding a beam splitter (semireflecting mirror) to
the system as shown in figure 4(b). Tests with the beam splitter yielded
better Schlieren images as sbbwn in figure 0.

The Schlieren images were photographed with a 10-millimeter high-speed
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motion picture camera operating at about 5000 frames per second (or about
10 frames per cycle of blade motion). A series of photographs will be pre-
sented to indicate the changes In flow pattern accompanying the oscillatory
motion of the blade. However, It is generally recognized that a single frame
or even a collection of single frames from high-speed motion pictures of a
periodic phenomenon is an inadequate substitute for film viewed with a movie
projector, since the lack of clarity in a st ,gle frame is compensated by the
advantage of being able to detect motion, With this consideration In mind,
the description of the flow patterns associated with a particular blade motion
should be regarded as more or less typical.

A series of Sehileren photographs of the stationary blade with flow were
obtained with a 35-milllmeter single lens reflex camera at a shutter speed of
1 millisecond (approx 15 times slower than the effective exposure time of

i
high-speed motion pictures at 5000 frames per second). These photographs
provide a reference Image for comparison with the images obtained during
simulated flutter.

OPERATING CONDITIONS

The basic parameters were the Mach number, M, blade mean angle of
attack, F, and the blade oscillatory frequency, I. Instrumentation parameters
included the Schlieren optical arrangement (refer to fig. 4) and knife edge po-
sition, Additional parameters, associated with the development of the blade
drive system, Included the shaft bushing and seal configurations; however, de-
tails concerning the deign of these components will be omitted.

Factors which remained constant in the tests were the blade geometry
(fig. 2), and the amplitude of the blade motion during oscillation. The ampli-
tude of blade motion was t1.2° about the mean angle of attack, corresponding
to a blade tip total displacement of 0.10 centimeter. It should be noted that
the blade motion was determined by the cam configuration. Bench tests with
two other cam configurations indicated that the blade could be driven at fre-
quencies comparable to those reported herein with tip total amplitudes of 0.08
and 0.32 centimeter or A0.0° and 2.4°, respectively.

The ranges of operating conditions for the present tests are summarized
in table I. Two Mach numbers are shown in table I; namely, a reference Mach
number Mref and a free-stream Mach number M. . These Mach numbers
were calculated from wall pressures measured at the positions shown in the
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sketch In table 1. Differences in 11r,ef and At occurred because of the
blockage effects of the blade coupled with compressibility effects associated
with the formation of shock waves oil 	 blade, The greatest differences be-
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	 hveen Mr,ef and 14, Occurred at the largesl angles of attack and highest
velocities. The reference Hach number was held fixed in the tests so, con-
sequently, the upstream lurch number dlffer:,d slightly as the blade angle of

'	 attack was varied, Both N[rof and M. will be given In the figures.
The main purpose of table I Is to show the range of possible combinations

of parameters that were feasible. Obviously, tests could have been per-
formed at lower values of velocity and blade oscillatory frequencyr however,
fmphasi g was placed •+n limit, testing -incc whmfrcc a 1 ^ IL the qys+em will be

t	 for subsonic stall flutter slmulati m.
An attempt wa g made to systematically bury the parameters and obtain

high-speed motion pictures of Schlieren ininge-.i at each to gt condition, llow-

ever, g.tod quality pictures were not always obtainer] (fnr one reason or
another). Since the number of possible parametric combinationtt of .perating
conditions was large, many of the teas were nt•t repeated. Therefore, only
the rosults from tests yielding the best quality flow visualization will be pre-
sented. There results were from tests near the upper limits of operation
shown in table I

RESITLIc

Blade Torsic.nal Resonance

In order to maintain hv, •dimensional mr,l.i!#n during oscillation, exper-
ience indicated that it wa y necessary to design the blade so that the first tor-
sfc+nal natural frequency exceeded the desired frequency by a few hundred
hertz. As the first natural frequency wa g appr, aclied, the blade began to
twist as shown typically in figure 7 for all 	 &ublc•,wedge .stainless steel
blade. This twisting motion was accompanied by high stresses in the driven
end of the blade attachment region,

Early -stainless steel blades of the type Shown in figure 7 hail a first tor-
sional natural frequency of about 700 hertz and failed at about 550 hertz,
The first natural k,rsional frequency for Qie present titanium blade was de-
termined from calculations basocl on a lunrpcil pafameter method and from a
laser speckle interfrometer and time-averaged holography. Details of the
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calculations will be omitted; however, the results from the two methods agreed
within about 10 percent - the calculations yielded slightly higher values of na-
tural frequency. The convenience and simplicity of the experimental approach
mado it swmewlhat more desirable for determining the resonance chnractoris-
tics of the blade,

In the speckle intorfromoter arrangement, the blade was mounted verti-
cally with the large trunnion clamped tightly In a heavy strap and massive sup-
port, The small trunnion was supported in a clamp and ruLter bushing thus
permitting rotation at the free end. Blade axcitatlon was provided by means
of an audio oscillator and speaker located directly behind the blade at midspan.
The location of the source was not a critical factor in determining the natural
frequencies of the blade, The support system exhibited a natural frequency at
about 260 hertz which was far below the range of Interest, Therefore, coupling
of this resonance frequency with the blade natural frequency could be neglected.

Fringe patterns of the blade first torsional natural frequency of 032.11ortz
are shown In figure S. The lack of symmetry in the pattern was believed to be
the result of the support system rather than binds innhomogenities, Blade
stresses could be estimated from these fringe patterns; however, the calcu-
lations were not performed because the results depended on the excitation am-
plitude (output of the loudspeaker), A direct simulation of the stress pattern
associated with torsional oscillation of the blade in the wind tunnel appeared in-
feasible since the amplitudes during the wind tunnel tests were appreciably
greater,

Oscillatory Motion Away from Resonance

Harmonic distortion, - A measure of the distortion in the blade tip motion
is the harmonic distortion function, '41 , where

1/2

o^+e3+	 °nI.
_(2

V,+
	

_	 (i)
- e2+.	 en

In equation (1), the value of en represents the mean-square-amplitude at the

nth harmonic and ei represents the amplitude at the first harmonic or funda-
mental frequency, An FFT analysis of the signals from a proximity probe
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located over the blade tip In boneh tests Indicated that the harmonic distortion
through the second harmonic was only 0, 012 or 1. s percent at a blade oscilla-
tory frequency of 600 hottz, In the wind tunnel tests, using the signal from the
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	optical displacement meter focused on the end of the blade containing the small
trunnion, the harmonic distortion ranged from 1.5 to 3, 3 percent through the
fourth harmonic for frequencies between 600 and 750 hertz. A photograph of a
typical signal from the optical displacement meter is shown In figure 0 for a
frequency of 660 hertz, The corresponding amplitude spectra for this signal are
shown in figure 10. The harmonic distortion for this case was 3.3 percent
through the fourth harmonic, The amplitude of the second harmonic, at 1, 3 kil-
ohortz, was nearly 30 decibels less than the fundamental as shown in figure 10.

Steadiness and repeatability, - Normal run times wore about 30 seconds
with a minimum of 10 seconds at steady flutter conditions. The amount of fre-
quoney drift in a given test ranged from 2 to 5 hertz or less than 1 percent of
the operating frequency, The drift was always In the direction of increasing
frequency and was attributed primarily to heating of the lubricant surrounding
the cam and follower,

Repeatability of the oscillatory conditions was generally within 4 hertz
(less than 1 percent of the operating frcquency) after the first run, At the high-
est frequency of 767 hertz, differences in frequency of up to 15 hertz could
occur between the first "cold" run and second run in a given day. This initial
difference in frequency could often be reduced or eliminated by initiating a
short "break In" run prior to data acquisition,

Plow Over Stationary and Oscillating Blade

A series of Schlieron photographs of the flow over the stationary blade are
presented in figure 11. The photographs were taken at a=3 0 , 40 , and 50 and
at reference Mach numbers of 0.75 and o. 7 ,). These photographs reveal the
presence of an increasingly strong shock with increasing 	 and/or

,
	Mach num-

ber, Lambda shocks are cloarly visible at a 4o and 50 whon Mref - 0.70
(figs. 11(e) and (f)). These shock patterns closely resemble those shown in
references 11 and 12 for curved airfoils,

Lt all of the photographs except the one corresponding to E = 50 and

Mref ° 0,75 (fig. 11(c)), the upper and lower boundary layer wakes appear as
parallel white lines. A similarity in the appearance of chose wakes would be
expected if the boundary layer remained attaches] to both surfaces. After
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boundary-layer separation on the suction surface, reattachment could occur
downstream of the normal shock and the waltos would appear to be similar,
however, It Is not clear that this was the case because the large trunnion sha-
dow extended over much of the region Just downstream of the normal shock,
For example, In figure ?l(f) (4- 50, Mrof - 0. 10) the boundary layer may not
not have reattached, thus resulting in a thick free shear layer which would not
be as visible in the Schllcren photographs as the shed vorticity In the boundary
layer,

Selected sequences of frames from the high-speed motion pictures of the
airfoil flutter motion were reproduced and enlarged and are presented in fig-
ures 12 to 15. The Instantaneous angle of attack was determined from a
knowledge of the oscillatory frequency, the framing rate of the movie camera,
and the upper and lower limits of the angle of attack (e.g., when a = 40,
2.8

0
<a <5.20). Dy observing the direction of blade motion on a frame-by-

frame basis and matching the direction of observed motion with an assumed
motion over approximately 50 frames, a resolution of about .40. 02 0 could be
obtained at a speed of 4200 frames per second and blade oscillatory frequency
of 650 hertz. At a speed of 3240 frames per second and blade oscillatory fre-
quency of 650 herN., the resolution was 10.15 0 after 30 frames, This seem-
ingly tedious n;. hl -,t' of determining the blade Instantaneous position was sim-
plified by pt.iforming the matching of assumed and actual blade motion on a
e.'vmputer. Subsequent output was used to select frames at specific values
of ru.

The results in figures 12 to 16 are for 0.75 `Mref < 0.79, and 661 < f <
767 hertz. These conditions correspond to a nominal reduced frequency R of
0.60 < 62 < 0,78 where

^ = nfc

U
QQ

These relatively high reduced frequencies are within the range where subsonic
torsional stall flutter occurs in turbomachinery. however, simulating these
high reduced frequencies coupled with large torsional amplitudes and high load-
ing is not commonplace. Usually high reduced frequencies are obtained by os-
ctliating the blade at low frequencies ( 100 Hz) and low velocities (often in the
incompressible flow regime) and/or by using large chord blades thus necessi-
tating low torsional frequencies. figures 12 to 16 show some of the qualitative
features of the flow over an oscillating blade operating simultaneously at high

(2)

C,:
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subsonic Mach numbers, high reduced frequencies, and high torsional ampli-
tudes and loading,

The photographs in figure J ° were obtained at a simulated flutter frequency
of 055 hertz and reference Mach number of 0,79. The blade was oscillated
.U. 20 about the mean angle of attack of 4 0 . The cyclic appearance and dis-
appearance of a normal shock wave is apparent. In several of the photographs,
especially during the upward portion of the cycle, flow separation appears to
occur near the leading edge (figs. 12(c) to (e) and (1)). On the downward stroke,
the normal shock forms and the separated flow becomes more diffuse, possibly
disappearing or reattaching in the region of the trunnion shadow.

A large hysteresis effect is also apparent with the motion of the flow lag-
ging the motion of the blade. This lag becomes more apparent when viewing
the motion pictures; however, all 	 of this lag can be obtained by com-
paring the flow patterns in figures 12(f) and (g) with the pattern in figure 12(1).
The latter photograph was obtained at approximately the mean angle of attack
during upward movement of the blade whereas in figures 12(f) and (g) the blade
is moving down. ):extensive shock ratterns, which were apparent during the
downward motion, disappeared during the upward motion. This is quite appar-
ent in fivare 13, which represents the blade at approximately the mean angle of
attack oil 	 downward stroke (fig. 13(a)) and the upward stroke (fig, 13(b)).

The photographs in figure 14 are also for a mean angle of attack of 4 0 and
aa, oscillatory frequency of 001 hertz; however, the reference Mach number is
slightly lower (Mref 0.75). Separation appears to be more evident than it
was in figure 13. Again, the large phase lag can be noted by comparing pho-
tographs with comparable angles of attack on the downward and upward strokes.

The photographs in figure 15 correspond to a mean angle of attack of 40
and a reference Mach number of 0.79 as in figure 12. However, the flutter
frequency was increased to 707 hertz which represents the highest frequency
for the present series of tests. Here the shock waves are quite pronounced
with normal shocks extending out of the field of view (e.g., figs. 15(c) and (b)).
Flow separation is apparent in most of the photographs. The phase lag appears
to be quite large at this frequency. For ex`,smple, the normal shock attains its
maximum downstream position (approx the 1/3 chord point) at an angle of at-
tack of about 3.5 0 (figs, 15(a) and (e)). Also, the shock waves appear less ex-
tensive at high angles of attack (e.g., figs. 15(d) and (h)). In these latter pho-
tographs a weak forward-moving shock appears near the 2/3 chord position.

The last series of photographs, presented in figure 10, were obtained at a
mean angle of attack of 2 0, an oscillatory frequency of 002 hertz, and a refer-

L
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once Mach number of 0.75. At this lower value of ie, shock formations are
not apparent l however, a phnse lag call 	 be detected.

A quantitative assessment of the phase lag observed III 	 12 to 10 call
'r«

	

	 be obtained from the motion pictures of the Sehlloren images. III 	 investi-
gation it was convenient to define this phase lag as the difference between the
time the blade attains its maximum angle of attack and the Chao required to

i

	

	 attain the maximum downstream normal shock position, The phase lag, as
defined in this manner, is not the same phaso lag discussed, for example, in
reference ;3. In Clio latter case, the definition of phase lag was based oil

 of tine force coefficients on tha blade mud represents the classical
Interpretation of phaso lag associated with fiutlot,.

t

	

	 The phase lag determined from the flow visualization results call be (to-
scribed mathematically by first considering Cho tbllowing expression for the
instantaneous angle of attack, a, of a blade oscillating III 	 harmonic
motion:

CL, = a : 00 cos wt
	

(3)

whore a is the meal angle of attach, and 00 is the amplitude of oscillation,
The alaxinnum angle of attack am is

annn'' .1 0e	 (`I')

and the value of as , where the normal shock attains Its inminnun downstream
position, is

CL, s = a + 00 Cos 4)	 (5)

The phase angle 111 rolating am and as was obtained front 	 Schtieren
motion pictures.

The photographs III 	 12 suggest that at a s +e 4.50 (fig, 12(f)), the
shock is probably near its nunxinum downstream position (also compare with
fig. 11(c) for steady-state flow over the blade at T - 50). Actually, many
frames of moving picture film have to be .analyzed to determine the maximum
downstream position of the shock pattern. Such an analysis indicated the value
of as for the data in figure 12 was 4.20 . Substitution of as into equation (5)

along' with T = 40 and 00 = 1.20 ,yields a phase angle !h of Soo , The os-
cillatory frequency for this case was 055 hertz (Q 0.00). Results from the
films for other 'runs indicated a. trend of increasing phase lag with increasing

k.
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reduced frequency as shown in figure 17. A least squares linear fit of the data
through the origin indicated that

4, (radians) = 2.18 P	 (0)

1

	

	 for the limited conditions of this study. While this phase angle (based on shock
position) may not be significant or sufficiently general for use in current stall
flutter analysis, it reflects the kind of aerodynamic phase lag occurring at real-
istic flutter frequencies.

REMARKS

The results of the present study provide a qualitative picture of the flow
over all 	 airfoil oscillating at frequencies associated with subsonic tor-
slonal stall flutter in fans and compressors. Although the present results do
not provide a data base from which analytical models for stall flutter can be de-
veloped, they do suggest an experimental approach to this ultimate goal. It has
been shown that (1) metal blades mounted In a high subsonic wind tunnel can be
driven at controlled frequencies and amplitudes consistent with subsonic stall
flutter and (2) a double-pass Schlferen system can be satisfactorily operated
in the system.

Application of the mechanical, high-speed torsional drive mechanism
coupled with the optical system to a multiblade linear cascade appears to be fea-
sible, In a cascade arrangement, the desired number of barrel cams (equal to
the number of blades) would be mounted on a common drive shaft. Control of
the interblade phase angles could be obtained by adjusting the relative angular
positions of the cams. Phase angle monitoring during oscillation can be ob-
tained by cross-correlation of strain gage signals from the .,am follower: arms.

The system described in this report is not necessarily limited to the simu-
lation of subsonic torsional stall flutter conditions. However, since these con-
ditions constitute an extreme environment for the system in terms of the oscil-
latory frequencies and blade loading requirements, the system should be capa-
ble of operating in other simulated flutter regimes, The principal compromise
associated with the mechanical drive system is the dynamic testing time which
is nominally 10 to 20 seconds, However, this operating time is generally ade-
quate for most data acquisition needs.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS

A novel mechanical drive system for oscillating blades in torsion at fre-
quencies up to 767 hertz and amplitudes of k1, 20 has been described. This
system operates in a nonresonant mode and, consequently, requires a much

I^. higher power input than would be required in a resonant system. The pri-
mary advantage of the nonresonant mechanical system is that the amplitude
of oscillation can be predetermined,

High-speed motion pictures of Schlieren images of the flow over an os-
cillating blade at reduced frequencies in the range of 0.52 to 0, 78 revealed

t	 rather extensive shock patterns at free-stream Mach numbers of about 0,7
and a mean angle of attack of 40 . A phase lag resulting from the slow re-
sponse of the flow to the motion of the blade was particularly evident while
viewing the motion pictures. This phase lag resulted from the difference be-
tween the time the blade attained its maximum angle of attack and the time
required for the normal shock to reach its maximum downstream position.
The phase angle increased with increasing reduced frequency, reaching a
maximum value of about 100 0 at the above operating conditions.
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TABLE I. - NOMINAL OPERATING CONDITIONS

Total pressure, N/cm 2 abs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .	 9.80
Total temperature, K . . . . . . . . . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 297
Reynolds number based on chord, Pee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1x100
Reference Mach number *, Mref , . . . . . . . , , ' . . . . . • . 0.01 to 0.79
free-streaw. Mach number* , Mw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.58 to 0.72
Mean angle of attack, a, deg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	 . . . .	 0 to 4
Oscillatory amplitude, 00 , deg .	 . . .	 . . . . . . . . .	 . . . . I . .:1, 2
Oscillatory frequency, f, Hz . . . . . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . . . 402 to 707
Reduced frequency, R = vfc/U m . . . .	 . . . . . . . . . 0, 52 to 0.78

*Refer to sketch.

Static pressure for reference
Mach number, Mref1.

25
	\
__^.Flow

__^ 7.02 1 -15 -2 -Static pressures for
free-stream Mach
number, M.

Location of test section reference and free-stream static pressures
All dimensions in centimeters.
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Figure 6. - Photog raph from a sinq!P frame of high speed motion picture film showing shock pattern
from optical system shown in figure 41b1 lincludes beam-splitterl,

r	 ^.

Figure S. - Photograph from a singl y Irame of hiqh speed r:otwn picture film showinq double- image of
shock pattern from optical system shown in figure 4al.
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Figure 11. - Flow patterns over stationary blade,
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